
MAP Growth Instructional Connections
The freedom to choose the curriculum resources that support growth for your students
Why let an assessment limit your instructional choices? With the MAP® Growth™ Instructional Connections program, you 
can connect the nation’s most accurate assessment data with over 30 of the most popular instructional tools to create 
personalized learning pathways for your students.

Sharing MAP Growth data with one of our 30+ instructional connections:

• Saves class time: Reduce time spent assessing students in the supplemental resources by using precise  
MAP Growth data

• Differentiates instruction: Provide students with instructional content aligned to their individualized learning needs

• Supports individual and group learning: Create personalized learning pathways for 1:1 support and small- and 
large-group learning

• Provides instructional guidance for teachers: Generate instructional resources that help inform lesson planning
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Ensuring the highest quality instructional connections

We collaborate with educators around the world to identify trusted instructional tools that drive academic growth, and 
then we establish partnerships to integrate MAP Growth data with those instructional tools. We ensure the content is:

• Standards-aligned, with appropriate depth and instructional relevance

• Built for diverse student populations

• Considerate of accessibility and accommodation needs

• Built on effective instructional best practices

• Engaging across multiple modes of student learning



Below are just a few of the 30+ providers that are part of our Instructional Connections program. To see the full list of 
partners, click on the “Products” tab at NWEA.org and select “Instructional Connections.”

NWEA, a division of HMH, supports students and educators worldwide by providing assessment solutions, insightful reports, professional learning 
offerings, and research services. Visit NWEA.org to find out how NWEA can partner with you to help all kids learn.
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Get connected

With a few clicks, your students can be up and running with customized content and personalized learning paths. Take a 
look at this page in the MAP Growth help center or view this short video to learn how easy it is to connect MAP Growth 
data to instructional providers.

https://teach.mapnwea.org/impl/maphelp/Content/Data/AboutExportingTestResultData.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p1jWY9_Vas

